Students from across NYU are invited to pursue their interests in cities and urban issues at NYU Shanghai, starting Fall 2020. Study the future of development and urbanization in one of the most exciting, fast developing global cities—Shanghai. Students from across NYU can take classes that examine cities in their environmental, physical, social and cultural context.

**Fall 2020 Course Offerings***

- SOCS-SHU 133 Urbanization in China
- SOCS-SHU 135 Environment and Society
- SCA-UA 9634 Global Connections: Shanghai
- GCHN-SHU 210 The Cultivated City
- HIST-SHU 239 New York: History of the City and its People

*The final list of courses to be offered may vary

**Program Features**

- In addition to excursions within the city, Global Urban Pathway students will have the opportunity to join a faculty-led trip to an urban area outside of Shanghai during the semester.**
- No prior Chinese language experience is needed. Students are required to take a Chinese language course.
- All majors are welcome. This program is especially appropriate for students who are majoring in: Metropolitan Studies, Urban Design and Architecture Studies, Sustainable Urban Environments, and Gallatin School of Individualized Studies (urban focus), or minoring in Urbanization (NYU Abu Dhabi)

**To learn more visit shanghai.nyu.edu/page/faculty-led-immersive-learning-trips

**Contact Us**
global.admissions@nyu.edu
nyu.edu/global-programs